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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem. For many years educators 
have felt there were too many failures in the first grade . 
Children enter school on the basis of having reached a 
Chronological age of six years on or before December 30. 
Entrance into the first grade, as is generally understood 
l 
by the public , means that a child is ready to begin read• 
ing. There are many factors which are related to a child's 
success in reading. For example , all children come to 
school with different backgrounds of experience, as well as 
different abilities. Some have traveled extensively, others 
may not have been more than ten miles away from their homes . 
Some children will have shared books and stories with their 
parents; others come from homes where little or no reading 
is done . 
Also the relationship of various physical factors to 
ability to read are everywhere apparent . Among those most 
frequently found are inability to see or hear well. If a 
child has poor vision, he cannot be expected to get clear 
visual images of words , and will have difficulty in learn-
ing the words. Other physical factors less influential in 
learning to read are speech defects and recurring illnesses. 
2 
Not all children who enter school have had wise and 
consistent parental discipline . Many have had over-solic-
i tous parents and are far too dependent . Others have been 
constantly nagf;ed and chastised and so have had little 
chance of becoming well adjusted children. These children 
will be so immature emotionally that they will be poorly 
equipped t o adjust to so new and difficult an experience 
as formal reading instruction. 
Many children entering school have had no duties at 
home . They have not been taught to finish a task once 
started, and so on entering school their attention span is 
not long enough for direction for formal instruction. 
Jef fer son County, in order to take care of the 
children who are too innnature for regular first grade work, 
has an intensive Reading Readiness program. The innnature 
children are termed Junior Primaries and are kept in that 
group for their first year in school. These children are 
not termed failures and are promoted to first grade at the 
end of the year. This program has not proved entirely 
satisfactory, since parents feel that the child has failed 
i f he does not learn to read during the first year in 
school. 
Some teachers believe that if a child is to be 
successful in the first grade , he should have a mental age 
of at least six years, five months . He must be able to 
l isten. This implies the ability to look at , to listen to, 
3 
and to concentrate upon what is being taught. He must be 
able to follow. directions, and to handle the usual class-
room equipment, such as crayons, pencils, paper, scissors, 
and other materials. Ability to work in a group as a work-
ing member and not as a disturbing element is important. He 
should be independent in taking care of his person and be• 
longings, and he should h ve a real desire to learn to read. 
The purpose of this paper was to obtain by a systematic 
study of thirty-four first graders the relationship of Social-
Emotional maturity to learning achievement. 
HYPOTHESIS : Children who are expected to learn to 
read because of Chronological age and Mental age may not 
succeed in learning to read because of the lack of Social-
Emotional readiness. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Children entering school in September look forward 
eagerly to a year of successful school '1ork. The teacher 
also looksfarward with the hope that the children will be 
successful learners. Many children entering school for the 
first time taste failure . One aid in helping to solve the 
problem of this inconsistency between aim and outcome in the 
first year is to ascertain when the child is ready to enter 
school. 
The chronological age of the child is used as the 
chief basis tor admission to the first grade. It is well 
knovm, however , that a substantial percentage of children 
do not learn to read at six years of age. In spite of the 
fact that school policies are based on chronological age, 
this one factor 1s not a decisive one in readiness for read-
ing. Chronological age should be used only as a guide in 
assignment of children to classrooms and not as a criteria 
l 
for readiness for formal reading instruction. 
Research data indicate that with a typical first 
grade program children less than six years and three months 
to six years and six months do not succeed as well as older 
children. The child less than six, unless of above average 
1. betts , Enmett Albert . Foundations of Reading 
Instruction. New York: American Booi"nompany, 1946. 
PP• ll9-12l. 
I 
intelligence, tends to fail. The progress made by average 
children over six and a half years is overwhelmingly more 
satisfactory. 
6 
Children under six years of age with no more than 
average ability have been taught to read with fair success, 
but educators agree that no child needs to learn so early, 
that his development is safe guarded by a well-rounded 
activity program, and that learning results with less strain 
2 
and effort when reading instruction is postponed. 
3 
Betts says that children who are admitted to school 
with chronological ages considerably below six years and 
have normal intelligence or less do not have as much chance 
of success with reading activities as do older pupils . He 
says that some children at the age of five might give super-
ior performance on tests of mental readiness for reading and 
yet be proved not physically ready and in need of social ad-
justment. He advises that the years before six should be 
spent in developing into a wholesome social being and in 
building a rich background of experience. Differences of a 
few months have been proved to be significant at these early 
4 
years . 
Several studies based on first and second grade 
achievement have indicated that the majority of failures 
were among those children who entered Grade One too early. 
2. Hildreth, Gertrude. I.earning the Three R' s• 
Minneapolis - Nashville - Philadelphia: Educational Pub-
lishers , Inc . PP• 135-145. 
3. Betts , op. cit., P• 111-117. 
4. Hildretn; 0£• cit., P• 13. 
7 
In March 1934 the school system in Summit, New Jersey5 made 
a study based on fourth grade achievement, as grade four is 
the grade in which many children have difficulty. This 
study was based on one group of twenty-ejght children who 
entered grade one before they were chronologically six years 
of age, and another group of thirty-nine children who enter-
ed lfhen they were chronologically between six years and six 
years and four months . From the data collected as a result 
of this study it was found that a child who is chronologi-
cally between six years old and six years and four months 
old, other factors being equal, will be practically certain 
to succeed in school. 
Several surveys have been made by educators to deter-
mine the chronological age that first grade teachers think 
best for entrance to first grade . In a survey conducted by 
Carmichae16, School Superintendent of Louisville, 823 or 
sixty-eight per cent or the first grade teachers in his sy-
stem favored six as tl;e entrance age for children 1n school, 
246 or twenty per cent favored five or five and a half, and 
144 or twelve per cent, favored six and a half or seven. 
This indicates that. those who work most closely with the 
children concerned are strongest in favoring six as the 
entrance age. 
Young7 conducted a survey for the Association of 
5. Bigelow, Elizabeth B. "School Progress of Under-
age Children" , Elementary School Journal, Vol. 35, September 
1934. PP• 186-!9'2 . 6, The Courier-Journal. Dece~ber 15, 1951, 
7. titter from Miss Arline Young, Covington, Kentucky 
to Mrs . Suia Butler, January 2, 1952. 
8 
Supervision and Curriculum Development in whi ch 225 question-
naires were sent to first grade teachers in Kentucky. It was 
found that eighty-one favored an entrance age of six years 
and six months and ninety-eight first grade teachers thought 
that the children should be six years and six months old be-
fore receiving formal reading instruction. 
Some educators believe that the ~ental age is the 
cr iteria for entrance to first grade . Bonds said that a 
mental age of six years and six months was the necessary 
mental age for beginning instruction and therefore that 
instruction should be delayed for any given child until he 
had reached that age. A mental age of six years and six 
months may be interpreted as the mental level of an average 
child of six years and six months of age chronologically. 
There were two studies made during 1928-1930 in the 
9 Winnetka, Illinois school. The investigators were conceni• 
ed with two questions : What relationship existed between 
mental age and reading achievement? and What relationship 
existed between intelligence quotient and reading achieve-
ment? 
The first study involved 141 children for one semes-
ter. For the first study an intelligence test was given and 
reading progress was measured by the number of steps each 
s. Bond, Guy L. & Eva. Teachin~ the Child to Read. 
New York: The McMi llan Company. PP• 2 -26. 
9. M. v. Morphet and c. t"ashburne . "When Should 
Children Begin to Read?" The Elementary School Journal, 
XXXI, March 1931. PP• 496-502. 
9 
pupil had completed by February. In this study there was 
noted that very little , if any, progress was made by those 
children with mental ages below six years , but that the 
increase 1n percentage of success rises sharply at the 
mental age or six and one half. 
The second test made the follolling year involved 100 
children for one year. For this study a teat was given to 
determine mental ages , and an oral reading check test and 
sight word list were used to measure reading progress. From 
this study it was found that the percentage of children mak-
ing satisfactory reading progress rose sharply at the mental 
age of about six years and six months , 
Responsibility was placed on the teacher by GateslO. 
He pointed out that the important thing was probably not the 
mental test score of the child, but the type of educational 
program in which he was participating. In Gates ' study, 
children of mental ages above five years had reasonable 
success in r eading where skillful teachers , provided with a 
considerable amount of reading materials , gave individual 
attention to the pupils . On the other hand, another group, 
where the qualit7 of instruction and material was not as good, 
r equired a mental age a full year in advance of that used in 
the first group for reading success. In other words, the 
important thing was not the mental age of the child, but the 
quality of teaching and instructional materials , especially 
10, Gates , Arthur I . The Necessary Mental ~e for 
Beginni~ Readin~. Elementary School Journal, Vol.'/, 
PP• 497- 08, March 1937, 
with reference to their adaption to the needs of the in-
dividual child. The program, not the mental test score, is 
the thing. 
10 
McKee11 was in accord with the belief of Gates . His 
belief was that teachers must make definite provisions for 
stimulating and fostering the child ' s development for reading 
readiness through a well developed plan of readiness instruc-
tion. 
Most of the educators did not stress the importance of 
all the factors necessary for reading readiness, since they 
generally agreed that readiness for reading was a condition 
in which several factors played an important part . All 
agreed that a mental age of six and one half did not nec-
essarily insure success in reading. The mental test was 
valuable only to indicate differences within a class, and 
should be used only to provide a basis for adapting methods 
and materials to bring about maximum learning. Reading 
Readiness teats were found to be of value but not to be used 
as a sole criteria for beginning reading instruction. 12 
A smnmary of factors necessary to readiness for read-
ing was made into a cteck list by Russe1113. Physical 
11. l.cKee, Paul. The Teach!; of Read!~ in the 
Elereentart School. New York 1948, c5ughton Mi lin Co. 
PP• 142-16. 
12. Whitty, Paul. Readi~ in Modern 1ducation. 
Boston: D. c. Heath and Co., 1 1. PP• 57-61. 
1~. Russell, David M. Children Learn to Read. 
Boston: Ginn and Co. , 1941. PP• l26•l28. 
11 
readiness such as good vision, proper hearing, average gener-
al health and motor coordination were found necessary to 
success in reading. Social-emotional readiness such as co-
operation, independence, listening and adjustments were of 
equal importance to mental maturity. 111.e child' s ability 
to speak clearly, general interest in reading and kno,1ledge 
of certain relational words such as up and down, top and 
bottom, big and little were also factors to be considered. 
Therefcr e, when a child had developed a number of 
qualities, he was ready to read. If he had the ability to 
see and hear well, was able to speak clearly and had acer-
tain ease with language and a workable vocabulary, plus a 
wide variety of experiences , he was emotionally stable and 
had proper muscular coordination, he would usually succeed in 
learning to read. 14 
14. ·,alshinger, D. M. Summary of Reading Readiness 
Research, 11Educational Administration and Supervision" , 
xxxrv, October 1948, pp. 372-376. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODS 
1. Materials . 
CF.APTER III 
1,ETHODS 
The materials used in this study were: 
Enrollment sheet-records . 
Health cards . 
A sociometric test, 0 Who would it be?" developed 
by Gladys Jenkins15• 
12 
The Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence Test. Grade I, 
First Semester , Published by Educational Test Bureau. 
rashville . Copyright 1942, F. Kuhlman and Rose Anderson. 
The 1.:etropolitan Readiness Test . Form R. Pre-
pared by Gertrude H. Hildreth, Ph. D. , and Nellie L. 
Griffiths, ?.1 . A. Copyright 1949 by World. Book Company, 
Chicago. 
The Ketropolitan Achievement Test. Grade I , 
Primary I Battery: Form T. Prepared by Gertrude H. Eildreth, 
Ph. D. Copyright 1946 by World Book Company, Chicago. 
Emotional Stability Check list adapted from 
16 Russell • 
The enrollment sheets were completea. by the parents on 
the entrance of the child in school. The following informa-
tion was obtained from them: Name, birthdate of child; name, 
15. Jenkins, Gladys , Helen Schacter, and William S, 
Bauer, These Are Your Children. (Chicago : Scot, Foresman, 
1949) p. Hl3. 
16. Russell , David, Children Learn to Read. Boston: 
Ginn and Company. p. 126. 
13 
address and occupation of parents; number of children in home 
and ages; number of children who attended Kindor0arten; 
!!.other's maiden name; and broken hones . 
On the health card was recorded the doctor 's report of 
examination made at school and recommendations; also informa-
tion pertaining to childhood diseases and inoculations, which 
was secured from a questionnaire sent to the parents at the 
beginning of the school year; teacher's report on vision, 
height and weight . 
The Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence Test yields two 
scores, the mental age and the intelligent quotient. This 
test w8s used as a means of determining the child's mental 
are, and of comparing the mental maturity with others in the 
class . 
The ~:etropolitan Readiness Test ls designed to measure 
the traits that contribute to the child's readiness for read-
ing. This test was used as a means of determining those sub-
jects who were ready for forr.:al reading instruction in so far 
as the test measured. It was not used as the sole basis for 
beginning formal instruction. 
The Metropolitan Achievement ~est was designed to test 
achievement in word meanin~, word recognition, vocabulary 
and comprehension. This test was used to help substantiate 
the supposition that subjects who are old enour".h chronologi-
cally, have average intelligence and are social-emotionally 
adjusted will have success in learning to read their first 
14 
year in school. 
The Sociometric Test contained hypothetical situations 
in which children state their preference for companions in 
given situations . The sociograms were first charted for 
the nineteen boys and fifteen girls separately, then charted 
together as a group. 
The general observation check list developed by Russe1117 
was used to locate the emotionally unstable subjects in the 
study. This study was also used to determine those subjects 
who were ready for formal reading instruction. 
The case studies of the four subjects who were placed 
in the Junior Primary Group were used to show why they were 
not given formal reading instructions their first year in 
school. 
2. Subjects : 
The subjects used in this paper were a. group of 
~ 
fifteen girls and nineteen boys in a first grade in a Jeffer-
son County school. The ages ranged from five years, eleven 
months to seven years , three months . The I . Q. of the subjects 
ranged from ninety- six to one hundred and twenty-three. 
3. Techniques : 
The Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence Test and The 
Metropolitan Readiness Test were ad.ministered in October 1951. 
The Metropolitan Achievement Test was ad.ministered 
in Kay 1952. 
17. Russell, op. cit . , p. 126, 
Sociograms were administered in October 1951, 
.January 1952, and May 1952. 
Observations for the emotional stability check 
list were made during October 1951. 
15 
CHAPTER IV 
INFORMATION ON THIRTY-FOUR FIRST GRADE SUBJECTS 
CHAPTER IV 
IHFORl!ATIOl ON T 'IRTY- FOUR 
FIRST GRADE SUBJECTS 
17 
The data given in Table I shoued that the chronologi-
cal age of the subjects ranged from five years, eleven months 
to seven years , three months 1n September 1951. Pupil uo. 31 
and pupil No. 34 whose chronological ages \1ere over seven had 
been in school the previous year. Tte median chronological 
age was six years, five months, while the ~ean was six years, 
five months with a standard deviation of 4. l months. There 
was a range of seventeen months on the test. 
Eighteen of the subjects had chronoloGical ages less 
than six years, six months . Fifteen of the subjects had 
chronological ages of six years, six months or over . 
The range in mental ages was from six years, three 
months , to seven years, four months . The range of the mental 
ages was not as great as the range in chronological age. The 
median mental age was six years, eight months; the mean was 
six years, seven r:ionths with a standard deviation of 3. 13 
months . Of the twelve children who had a mental age of seven 
years or older, five had a chronological age of less than six 
years, six months and seven a chronological age of over six 
years , six months . 
The intelligence quotients ranged from ninety-six to 
one hundred twenty- three . There was a range of twenty-seven 
on the test . The mean was 108.17 with a standard deviation 
18 
TABLE I 
THE CHRONOLOGICAL AG"SS , MENTAL AGES , AND INTELLIGENCE 
QUOTI:;;NTS OF THIRrY-FOUR FIRST GRADE PUPILS OBTAIN-
ED 1'1ROM THE KUI.JIMAN- ANDERSON U:TELLIGEECE T"RST 
ADMINISTTi:RED IN OCTOBER 1951 
Cas e Number C.A. M.A. I.Q. 
1 5-11 7-3 123 
2 5-11 7-1 120 
3 5- 11 7-0 118 
4 6- 2 6-8 111 
5 6-0 6-8 110 
6 5- 11 6- 6 110 
7 6-8 7-4 110 
8 6- 3 6- 10 110 
9 6- 6 7-0 108 
10 6- 7 7-0 107 
11 6-7 6- 10 104 
12 6- 7 6-9 103 
13 6-1 6-3 103 
14 6-4 6-6 103 
15 6-9 6- 11 103 
16 5- 11 6-10 116 
17 6-1 6-11 114 
18 6-7 7-4 112 
19 6-1 6-9 112 
20 6-5 7-1 111 
21 6-4 7-0 111 
22 6- 2 6-9 110 
23 6-7 7-2 109 
24 6-0 6-8 109 
25 6-5 6-9 108 
26 6-8 7- 2 108 
27 6-7 6-9 107 
28 6- 5 6-8 104 
29 6-7 6- 10 104 
30 6- 8 6-9 102 
31 7-0 7-1 102 
32 6-8 6-9 102 
33 6-11 6-9 98 
34 7-3 6- 11 96 
19 
of s.es. Table No. II shows the classification of t he thirty-
four pupils according to the test . 
TABLE II 
CLASSIFICATION AND RAfrGE OI THIRTY-FOUR FIRST GRADE 
PUPILS ACCORDnm TO ':' .{E I !iTELLIGE':CE TEST 
r.g. Range 
120- 129 
110- 119 
90 - 109 
80 .. 89 
70 - 79 
Classification 
Superior 
Above Average 
Average 
Below Average 
Dull or Borderline 
l~o. of Pupils 
2 
13 
19 
0 
0 
34 
The two pupils scoring superior had chronolosical ages 
less than six years , six months . Of t hose showing above aver-
age scores , eleven had chronological ages less than six years, 
six months, two a chronological age over six years, six 
months . In the average range five had chronolo~ical a~es less 
than six years , six months , fourteen had chronolo~ical ages 
over six years , six months . There were no children who scored 
in the below avera~e or borderline range on the intelligence 
test . The results of these data would i mply that those child-
ren who have a chronological age of six years, six months or 
less score hir her on an intelligence test. 
The ~etropolitan Readiness Test results given in Table 
III show that the median for the test in Reading Readiness was 
fifty-nine . The mean was 58, 56 with a standard deviation of 
5, 84. There was a range of seventeen on the test. 
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TABLE III 
RESULTS OF MEI'RO POLITAN READIN~SS TEST ADMII:ISTERED 
TO T:~IR'.:Y- FOUR FIRST GRADE PUPILS 
OCTOBER 18, 1951 
Case Nuriber 1 2 3 Classification 
1 64 30 94 Superior 
2 59 28 87 High Normal 
3 64 34 98 Superior 
4 58 27 85 High Normal 
5 51 22 73 Average 
6 49 15 64 Low Normal 
7 58 32 60 Low Normal 
8 62 33 95 Superior 
9 59 30 89 Hir:h };ormal 
10 60 30 90 Superior 
11 62 32 94 Superior 
12 63 25 88 High Hor-n.al 
13 38 25 63 Low Normal 
14 50 21 71 Average 
15 59 25 84 ]igh Nor:i.al 
16 60 25 85 High Nor:nal 
17 59 32 91 Superior 
18 64 29 91 Superior 
19 54 25 79 Average 
20 53 29 82 t·igh ~iormal 
21 64 34 98 Superior 
22 60 28 88 High 1Tor:.1al 
23 65 31 96 Superior 
24 50 17 67 Avera.r;e 
25 58 24 82 High l!ormal 
26 59 29 88 Hi5h Norr-cal 
27 65 31 96 Superior 
28 62 23 85 High Normal 
29 59 27 86 High Normal 
30 55 29 84 High Nor:nal 
31 64 30 94 Superi or 
32 58 26 84 High Normal 
33 61 33 94 Superior 
34 65 30 85 Hir;h Normal 
Test 1 Reading Readiness 
Test 2 Nu:.1ber Readiness 
Test 3 Total Readiness 
Table IV shows the classification of the thirty-four 
pupils according to the test. 
TABLS IV 
CLASSIFICATIONS ON TIIE HETROPOLITAN R~ADIN'1 READINESS 
TEST OF THIRTY-FOuR FIRST GRADE P~PILS 
LISTED IN TABLE III 
Classification 
Superior 
High Normal 
Average 
Low Normal 
Poor Risk 
Pupils 
14 
12 
7 
1 
0 
34 
21 
Of the fourteen children ranking superior on the test , five 
had cbronolo;ical ages of less than six years, six months , 
nine chronologicnl a.""es of more than six years , six months . 
Three of the children scoring superior on the test were re-
peaters in the first grade. Of the twelve shorting high normal 
on tho test , six had chronological ages less than six years , 
six months , six had chronological aGes more than six years , 
' ' 
six months . In the average group, six children had chrono-
locical ages less than six years , six months , one a chr?no-
logical a~e of more than six years , six months . The one 
child scoring in the lor, nornal group ha a chronolo;ical age 
of six years , one month. The results of this test would in-
dicate that i n this class the children who scored higiest 
were those children who had a chronolo~ical age of six years , 
six months or over. 
22 
As indicated in Table III , the range in the Number Readi-
ness Test scores was nineteen. This range was two points more 
than in the Readine Readiness Test scores . The mean of this 
test was 27. 67 with a standard deviation of 4. 53. Of the 
thirty-four children who were given this test , thirty- two 
scored superior, one high normal, and one average. The child 
scoring in the high normal range had a chronological age of six 
year s , one month; the child scoring in the average range had a 
chronological age of six years . 
The total readiness results as given in Table III show 
that the median for the test was eighty-six with a range in 
scores of seventeen points . This is the same range found in 
both the Intelligence Test and Reading Readiness Test . The 
mean for total readiness was 85. 06 with a standard deviation 
of 10. 22. Table V shows the classification of the thirty- four 
fir st grade pupils according to total readiness . 
TABLE V 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE THIRTY-FOUR FIRST 
GRADE PUPILS ON TOTAL READINESS 
Cl assification 
Superior 
High Normal 
Average 
Low normal 
Poor Risk 
Pupils 
12 
15 
4 
3 
0 
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Of the twelve children ranking superior on the test , 
five had chronoloeica.l ages less than six years, six months , 
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seven chronological ages more than six years, six months . In 
the high normal classification, seven children had chronologi-
cal aGes of less than six years , six months, eight chronologi-
cal ages more than six years~ six months . All four of the 
children in the average classification had chronolo~ical ases 
less than six years , six months . Two children in the low 
normal group had chronological ages less than six years, six 
months , one a chronological age more than six years , six 
months . The results of this test would indicate that children 
with a chronolo~ical age of six years, six months or more score 
hi gher in total readiness . 
The results shown in Table I and Table II would indicate 
that all the subjects studied would have success in learning 
to read their first year in school. But intelligence and read-
ing readiness are just two of the many factor s which determine 
a child ' s ability to learn to read. Home background, physical 
health and emotional stability of the subjects are important 
factors in determining a subject ' s readiness for learning. 
TABLE VI 
A TABULATION OF THE CHILDHOOD DISEASES OF THIRTY-FOUR 
FIRST GRADE SUBJECTS PRIOR TO F~rir1ERT1W AND 
ArTER ENTERING SCHOOL 
Childhood Diseases 
Chickenpox 
;.:easles 
Mumps 
Scarlet Fever 
Polio 
First Grade 
5 
11 
0 
1 
0 
Before School 
13 
13 
8 
2 
1 
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The childhood diseases listed in Table VI show that moro 
children had measles than any other disease . There were eleven 
cases during the school year. Chickenpox was the next hi:;hest . 
Not many have had mumps, scarlet fever or polio. The polio 
case was dismissed from 1:osair Hospital in August 1951 after a 
year I s stay. Although he wore braces and was hindered in walk-
ing and playing, he was a bright child with a C. A. of six years , 
eight months , U.A. of seven years , two months and I .Q. of 107. 
Six subjects had their tonsils removed during the year. 
They were absent two weeks . Five of them were average or 
above in their v10rk, and the tonsillectomy did not hinder 
their progress . The other had already been placed in the Jun-
ior Primary Group before the time of the tonsillectomy. 
Flu or virus .:.nfection was responsible for the most 
absences from school, Ho,1ever, those infected with these 
di seases uere average or above in their work, and the parents 
helped them with their school work so they were not hindered 
in their progress in school by the diseases . 
There was only one subject in the group studied who was 
absent often because of illness . These absencesdl.d not hinder 
her progress to any great extent, This was probably due to 
the fact that she had a C. A. of six years , nine months, M. A. 
of si x years , eleven months , with an I .Q. of 103. 
There were only two subjects who wore glasses in the 
group . In both cases the glasses were being used to strengthen 
weak muscles in the eyes of the subjects . Vision was normal 
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with the glasses . All the other subjects studied had t11enty-
twenty or t,1enty- thirty vis ion, vrhich is accepted as normal 
vision. 
Table VII shows that five subjects had good teeth. 
There were twenty- three subjects who had one or more cavities . 
There were only six subjects who had teeth in poor condition. 
Fourteen of the subjects studied had never been to a dentist . 
Ten made regular visits to the far.iily dentist. 
TABLE VII 
RESULTS OF DENTAL I:JSP~CTION OF T"IRrY- FOUR 
FIRST GRAD~ SUBJECTS 
Classification 
Good Teeth 
One or more cavities 
Teeth in poor condition 
Number 
5 
23 
6 
34 
Dental slips were given to the subjects to be taken to 
their far.1ily dentist and returned to the teacher when the de-
fects were corrected. Of the six pink slips sent hooe, which 
indicated teeth in poor condition, five were returned signed 
by the family dentist . The one not returned was fror:i the poor -
est far.iily a..~ong the subjects . The parents indicated that they 
would have the work done as soon as possible. Eighteen of the 
blue slips were returned. These slips indicated teeth wit one 
or more cavities . The remaining five were not returned and no 
reason was given for not ta.king the subject to the family den• 
tist . The attention given the dental slips by the parents was 
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unusual. As a result of the visit to the dentist , the con-
dition of the teeth of the subjects could not have interfered 
to a ~reat extent with their learning to read. 
Table VIII shows that in October the subjects in this 
study ranged in weight from thirty-nine pounds to sixty-six 
pounds . In February the range was from forty- tVTo pounds to 
sixty-five pounds . All of the subjects showed a gain in 
weight from October to February \"Tith the exception of Pupil 
No. 8. The average gain for this period was three-plus pounds . 
In r,:ay the range was from forty- two pounds to sixty-eight 
pounds . Four subjects lost one pound during the period from 
February to 1,:ay. This was probably due to measles , as those 
subjects had it during that period. Fifteen subjects showed 
no gain during this period. Two subjects gained four pounds , 
five gained two pounds , and eight gained one pound. There 
was not as much gain during the period from February to l1:ay 
as there had been from October to February. 
The mean gain in weight for the year was 4.- pounds . 
Three subjects gained nine pounds , three r,ained six pounds , 
seven gained five pounds , three gained four pounds, four gain-
ed three pounds , nine gained two pounds , one gained one pound, 
and one made no gain in weight. 
The normal gain in weight of children of this chronologi-
cal age is from three to six pounds a year. Table VIII shows 
that eighteen of the subjects made as much gain during the 
period of study as they should have made during the entire 
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The other sixteen gained as much as is usual as this year. 
study was only for a period of eight months . The above data 
seem to indicate that the subjects in this class were normal 
or above normal in their growth in weight . 
TABLE VIII 
',i'EIGh"T IN POUHDS OF THIRTY- FOUR FIRST GRADE CHILDREN 
AT THREE DIFFEREl:? PERIODS OF THE SC'TOOL 
Y,:.,_.AR , AND GAIN IN POU?:DS 
pupil Weight Weight Gain Weight Gain Gain 
in in Oct . in Feb. Oct . 
Oct . Feb. to 1,:ay to to 
Feb. i .. ay_ rai 
1 49 56 7 58 2 9 
2 54 58 4 57 
-1 3 
3 39 42 3 42 0 3 
4 48 52 4 54 2 6 
5 40 43 3 42 
-1 2 
6 46 49 3 51 2 5 
7 40 42 2 42 0 2 
8 66 66 0 66 0 0 
9 46 50 4 51 1 5 
10 52 54 2 54 0 2 
11 53 56 3 57 1 4 
12 50 55 5 55 0 5 
13 44 46 2 46 0 2 
14 44 45 1 46 1 2 
15 48 50 2 50 0 2 
16 40 43 3 45 2 5 
17 58 60 2 61 1 3 
18 50 58 8 59 1 9 
19 46 48 2 52 4 6 
20 49 50 1 50 0 1 
21 48 52 4 53 1 5 
22 50 54 4 54 0 4 
23 50 60 10 59 -1 9 
24 49 61 12 61 0 12 
25 44 46 2 48 2 4 
26 46 50 4 51 l 5 
27 42 44 2 45 l 3 
28 62 64 2 68 4 6 
29 44 48 4 48 0 4 
30 42 44 2 44 0 2 
31 55 60 5 60 0 5 
32 57 62 5 62 0 5 
33 49 54 5 54 0 5 
34 52 56 4 54 -2 2 
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Table IX shows that in October the subjects in this study 
ranged in height from forty-four inches to fifty- t\70 inches . 
In February the range ~as from forty-five inches to fifty-four 
inches . Two subjects showed no r,ain in height from October to 
February. Twenty-eight showed a gain of one inch, and four 
sho\1ed a gain of t,10 inches . In f,lay the range in hei!§ht was 
from forty-fivo inches to fifty-four inches . There was not as 
much gain from February to Kay as there had been from October 
to February. All the subjects showed a gain in height of as 
~uch as one inch for the period studied, Four subjects gained 
t\10 inches and six subjects gained one and one-half inches or 
more . 
In considering the gain in height and weight of children, 
all authorities are in agreement that children entering school 
are in a slow stage of growth. The normal gain in height is 
from two-nnd-a-half to three inches a year, Since tho figures 
shown in Table IX are for eight months , tv10-thirds of the above 
amount would be considered normal. The individual records show 
that the large majority of the subjects gained in height normally 
for the period studied. 
Physical health of the subject is important to the extent 
that 0ood health may enable him to learn to read while poor 
health ~ay affect his success in learning to read. From a study 
of the data concerninG the health of the subjects , there seems 
to be nothing to indicate that ill health prevented any of the 
subjects from learning to read. 
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TABLE IX 
HEIGHT IN JNCHES OF THIRTY-FOUR FIRST GRADE CHILDREN 
AT THREE DIFFERENT PERIODS OF THE SCHOOL 
YEAR AND GAIN IN INCHES 
Pupil Height Height Gain Height Gain Gain 
in in Oct . in Feb . Oct . 
Oct . Feb. to May to to 
Feb. May May 
1 47 48 1 48 0 1 
2 49 50 1 50 0 l 
3 46 47 l 47 0 1 
4 45 47 2 47 0 2 
5 44 45 l 45 0 l 
6 44 46 2 46 0 2 
7 44 45 1 45 0 1 
8 51 52 1 52 0 1 
9 49 49 0 50 l 1 
10 48 49 l 49 0 1 
11 48 49 1 49 0 1 
12 48 49 l 49 0 1 
13 47 48 l 48! .'.h. li 2 
14 46 46 0 47 1 l 
15 48 49 1 49 0 1 
16 45 46 1 46 0 l 
17 51 52 1 52 0 l 
18 51 52 1 52 0 1 
19 47 48 1 48 0 1 
20 50 51 1 51 0 1 
21 48 49 1 49 0 1 
22 50 51 1 51 0 l 
23 50 51 l 51 0 1 
24 50 51 1 51 0 1 
25 48 49 1 49} 1 ll 2 26 48 50 2 50 0 2 27 46 47 l 47! J.. 1t 2 28 47 48 1 48 0 l 29 48 49 l 49 0 1 30 46 47 1 47 0 1 31 52 54 2 54 0 2 32 50 51 1 512 t 1J.. 33 47 48 1 481 2i lI 34 48 49 1 t 1 492 2 1-i;r 
A kno,1ledge of the home from '7hich the child comes is 
another factor in readiness for learning, Physchologists and 
educators agree that tho first six years of a child's life 
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arc fundamental in shapi ng his cha1•acter and personality traits , 
There ls a great variation in the abilities of children as they 
enter school . Therefore, it is necessa17 for the teacher to 
kno,1 as much as possible about the hon:o background of each 
child in order to understand him. 
The occupation of the fathers as shown in Table x pre-
sents a large number of classifications . The largest nw:.ber 
of the group were executives :n industry. There v;ere two pro-
fessional men and seven \'fere self-employed, In all the occupa-
tions listed, there seemed to be a:'!lplo 1nco:r.e for the family, 
except possibly the two ~ho uere laborers . Hor.over, those 
children from the laborers' hot10s had all of the supplies need-
ed in school. This was probably due to the parents' :nterest 
in his child doing well in school e.t the sacrifice of other 
things . 
There TTere only three \'10rk1ng mothers, and apparently 
this presented no proble~ as in oach situation the grand:lother 
lived 1n the home , and was there to be wlth the children. Only 
one mother wor}:ed because her husband had deserted her. One of 
the others was separated from her husband, but he provided amply 
for both the needs of the mother and her children. All the 
fa.I:1ilies represen'ted in tho group visited the school at some 
tine during the year . All seemed equally interested in the 
progress of their children. The subjects from the hiE;her in-
come families did not score any higher on the Readiness Test 
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or on the I .Q. Test than did the subjects from the lower income 
families . 
TABLE X 
OC8UPATI0l! OF FATHERS OF THIRTY-FOUR FIRST GRADE 
PCPILS Ali'D mm.BER OF FATHERS IN EACH 
CLASSIFICATIOH 
Classification 
Electrician 
Attorney 
Maintenance 
Plur.iber 
Personnel 
Engineer 
Laborer 
i:echanic 
~·.over 
Painter 
Carpenter 
Boiler Operator 
Broker 
Exoc~tive 
Ioreman 
Accountant 
Physician 
Contractor 
Funeral Director 
1fiilk ?~an 
TABLE XI 
2 
1 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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OCCUPATION OF ?~or.rHERS OF THIRTY- FOUR __ FIRS~ JRADE 
PUPILS AND NUHBER OF ?WTHERS b EACH 
CLASSIFICATIOH 
Classification 
Housewife 
Tobacco examiner 
Social worker 
Office manager 
l!ur.iber 
31 
1 
1 
1 
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CHAPrER V 
SOCIAL- EMOTIONAL READINESS OF THIRI'Y- FOUR 
FIRST GRADE PUPILS 
CF.APTER 11 
SOCIAL-E~OTIONAL ~ADINESS OF TrITRTY-FOUR 
F:RST GRADE PUPILS 
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Probably the best wo.y of determining whether or not a 
child is ready to read .is directed observation of the child's 
behavior in varioussltuations in the classroom and on the 
playground. Social-emotional readiness was considered one of 
the most important factors in determining whether a child was 
ready to read. In deter~ining social-emotional readiness , 
the teacher made an obser·vation of her subjects for si.x weeks 
before starting formal reading instruction. 
One of the factors of social-emotional readiness is 
cooperation. The teacher observed the subject at play, to 
see if he cooperated in plnying games involving several child-
ren. The subject must be able to work in a group, content 
with the task he has been assigned, and he must be a good 
follower as well as a good leader. 
Independence is another factor in social- emotional 
readiness . ?he subject should be able to take care of his 
own clothes . He should be able to v,ork by hires elf without 
asking for help. The ability to find something else to do 
when he has finished so.r.ie task is important in determining 
independence. 
Another factor in determining social-emotional readi-
ness is sharing. The subject is observed to see if he shares 
materials without monopolizing their use . Does he bring toys 
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or books from home that other children may use! Does he wait 
for his turn in play or when the teacher is checking the 
class's ,·1ork? 
The ability to listen is felt by some first grade 
teachers as the most i~portant ractor in deterreining social-
emotional readiness , The subject must be attentive before 
receiving formal reading instruction, He should be able to 
listen to all of a story with evident enjoyment, so that he 
can retell it or, at least , part of it, He should listen to 
others without interrupting and he must be able to follov1 one 
or two si~ple directions , 
Other things observed by the teacher and felt necessary 
for social- emotional readiness are termed in Table XII as 
adjustments , Under adjustments the teacher considered whether 
the subject could. sec a task such as drawing or preparing for 
an activity, or cleaning up, conpleted without beconing dis -
couraged, Does he accept changes in the school routine quiet-
ly? Can he accept a ~arts.in amount of opposition or defeat 
without crying or sulking? Does he appear to be happy and well 
adjusted in his school work? And, can he meet strar, er:, with-
out unusual shyness? 
All subjects enterin~ the first r,rade in the school in 
r1hich this study was made were given a Readiness Program for 
six weeks before formal instruction began. The teacher was 
usually able to bring those subjects to a place in social-
emotional readiness that was necessary for learning, but some 
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subjects will not reach that level durlng their first year 
in school. 
Table XII shows the results of the social-emotional 
observations r..ade of the thirty-four subjects used in this 
study in October 1951, When this observation \7as rr.ade the 
subjects had been in school for one ~onth. At that time as 
shown in Table XII thirteen of the subjects were not ready 
for formal reading instruction as they did not rate satis -
factory in the social-eootional criteria used, All of the 
thirteen not rating satisfactory in the social-enotional ob-
servation according to C.A., M.A. and I .Q. as shown in Table 
I should have been successful in learning to read their first 
year in school. Nino of those subjects after a longer readi-
ness progra;n were able to reach the level of social-emotional 
readiness which was necessary for learning, but four of the 
subjects •11ere not to reach that level their first year in 
school, ~hose four were Pupil No. 5, 1 o. 6, No. 14, and No. 
24. 
Pupil No. 5 entered first grade in September 1951 with 
a c.A. of six years , six months . On the Reading Readiness 
Test she made a low normal score . Her Intelligence score on 
the Intelligence Test was 110. From the I.~. score her mental 
age was found to be six yea.rs , eight months . The above factors 
would indicate that Pupil llo. 5 would learn to read during her 
f irst yeax in school. 
An investigation of the family back~round revealed that 
Pupil No. 5 was an only child who came from a home in which 
TABLE XII 
SOCIAL-m:o~I01TAL REA''lJNESS AS OJSERVED BY T~ACHER 
Pupil 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
OF Tiffi THIRTY- BOUR :'IRST '1RADE P'JPILS 
Co-operation Independence 
F p 
F p 
F G 
G G 
p p 
p p 
G " \1 
F F 
G G 
,... G J 
G G 
G G 
p p 
p F 
G G 
G F 
G F 
G G 
F F 
G F 
G F 
F F 
G G 
p p 
F p 
G G 
G G 
F F 
G F 
F F 
G G 
G G 
G G 
F G 
G _ I ndicates Good 
F _ Indicat es Fair 
p _ Indicat es Poor 
Sharing Listening 
F p 
F p 
G F 
G G 
p p 
p p 
(' G 
F p 
" G \1 
G G 
G G 
G G 
p p 
F p 
G G 
F G 
F F 
G G 
F F 
F G 
F F 
F F 
G F 
p p 
p F 
G F 
G G 
F F 
F G 
F F 
G G 
G G 
G G 
G F 
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Adjust ments 
p 
F 
F 
G 
p 
p 
G 
F 
,... 
\1 
G 
,... 
J 
G 
p 
F 
G 
G 
p 
G 
F 
G 
G 
F 
F 
p 
p 
F 
G 
F 
F 
p 
G 
G 
G 
G 
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there was sufficient income for the family needs. The father 
and mother were high school graduates that were interested 
in giving their child more advanta~es than they had had, but 
they were over-protective parents and Pupil 1:0. 5 had. not 
learned to be independent . Pupil No . 5 had many books and 
had been taken on many trips, but she had had no children 
with whor.i to play and on enterine school she did not knov, 
how to cooperate or share with others in her group . Her 
attention span was too short for simple directions. As she 
had never been away from her mother, she depended on her for 
everything . She was emotionally upset on being placed in an 
unfamiliar situation. Her general health and attendance were 
good as she missed only eight days during the school year. 
Pupil Ko. 6 entered first grade in September 1951 with 
a C .A. of fl ve years, eleven months . On the Reading Readiness 
Test she made a low normal score. Her score on the Intelli-
gence Test was 110. From the I .Q. score her mental age was 
found to be six years, six months . The scores on the test 
indicated that Pupil No . 6 would have success in learning to 
read her first year in school. 
An investigation of the family backeround revealed 
that Pupil No . 6 came from a home in which there were five 
other children. Two ¥1ero younger than Pupil No . 6. The 
father and mother were high school graduates and both worked 
in order to have sufficient funds for the family. The mother ' s 
mother lived with them and took care of t~e children. Pupil 
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1,0. 6 was spoiled, in that she was used to having her own way 
at home, and had a temper t antrum when she could not have her 
own vray at school. She did not cooperate or share with the 
others in her group . She was a beautiful child, and as her 
grand.r:lother did everything for her at home, she had not 
developed independence. She did not, durin~ the entire year, 
develope the ability to listen to a story throu-;h, and two 
or three simple directions uerc too much for her to follow. 
Her health and attendance in school \-:ere good. She missed 
only ten days durins the school year. 
Pupil No . 14 came from a family v1ith an above a.vcra1e 
income. The father was a collet;e graduate . The mother a 
high school graduate. Thore vrere two other children in the 
fan.ily. Pupil No. 14 was the only girl in the farr:ily and 
ITas :'avored by both parents . The parents of Pupil No. 14 
had been so 1lad when a little girl can1e to their hor:ie that 
they made the boys give in to her at all times . She was 
not happy unless she was the center of attention. She 
brought numerous things to school but refused to share them 
with the group. She refused to cooperate either at Y:ork or 
play unless she could be the leader or have the choice task. 
She had been dependent on her mother for everythinc, and it 
was nearing the end of her first year in school before she 
was successful in learning to tie her shoe and properly ad-
just her wraps . Her general health and attendance in school 
were rood. She missed only fifteen days during the year, 
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Pupil No. 24 entered first grade in September 1951 with 
a c.A. of six years . On the Reading Readiness Test he ma.de 
an average score . His Intelligence score on t he ~est given 
that sar.ie year was 109 with a mental age of six years, six 
months . The test scores would indicate that he would have 
success in learning to read his first year in school. 
A study of the family background revealed t hat Pupil 
~;o . 24 came from a low lncor11e fe.mily . The fa·ther and mother 
rrnre both high school graduates . The parents were able to 
give the children fe,1 advantages but they gave then much 
love and encouragement . Pupil No. 24 wa3 a timid child. He 
wanted to work alone and was not happy in the group either at 
work or play. He had a tendency to take the belon lngs of 
others and 1 t was not ,mtil the end of his first year in school 
that this tendency was conquered. He was a listless listener 
and could not follow a short story through. T;-,o or t hree simple 
directions were too much for him to follor1 . His general health 
and attendance in school were good . He missed only six ds.ys 
durine the school year . 
The subjects in each case study cited were old enough 
chronolo'"ically to bo in school, each had a mental a e:e of as 
much as six years , three montns , and all had average intelli-
gence or better. They ,1ere all lacl:Lns in social- emotional 
readiness and so were not able to receive for,nal reading in-
struction their first year in school. 
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Evidence to support the contention that the socially-
emotionally well- adjusted subjects were successful in learn-
ing to read was obtained from the 11:etropolitan Achievement 
Test . The results of that test , given in Table XIII , show 
that the median score for the test in word picture was 26. 
The mean score was 26. 5 with a standard deviation of 4. 32. 
There was a range of s evonteen on the test . All of the sub-
jects scored a grade equivalent of second grade or above on 
the test . 
The Word Recognition Test results given in Table XIII 
sh0\7 that the median for the test was 20, the mean was 19 . 5 
with a standard deviation of 4. 66. There was a range of 
twel ve on the test . Five of the subjects did not score as 
high as twenty, \7hich was the equivalent of second grade. 
Ther e were seven subjects who made a score having a grade 
equivalent of 2. 5 or above . 
The \ford f,:eaning Test results given in Table XIII show 
that the median for the test was nineteen, the mean 19. 8 i'Iith 
a standard deviation of 3. 53. There was a range of thirteen 
on the test . All of the subjects made a score which was 
equivalent to second grade on that test . There were four sub-
jects who made a score with a grade eEiuivalent less than 2. 5. 
F'our of the subjects 1Mdo a score ;11hich was equivalent to 
third grade. 
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THE SUBTEST SCORES AND AVERAGE GRADE PLACEUENT 
OF THIRTY-FOUR FIRST GRADE PUPILS OBTAINED 
FROM THE METROPOLITAN ACHI EVEMENT 
TEST ADMINISTERED ON 
MAY 5., 1952 
TABLE XIII 
case Word Word Word Numbers Grade 
No. Picture Reco~nition Meanin~ Placement 
1 31 25 26 67 3 . 3 
2 26 16 20 56 2. 3 
3 22 16 19 67 2. 7 
4 34 23 18 62 2. 8 
.;,.5 
*6 
7 34 20 22 61 2. 6 
8 26 20 22 63 2. 6 
9 29 23 25 64 2. 8 
10 27 22 25 61 2. 6 
11 32 20 20 60 2. 5 
12 29 18 26 52 2 . 5 
13 20 16 19 51 2 . 2 
* 14 
15 28 21 19 62 2. 5 
16 27 21 24 54 2 . 4 
17 27 18 14 65 2. 6 
18 35 25 16 63 2. 9 
19 21 16 18 56 2. 2 
20 25 20 26 60 2. 6 
21 28 20 24 65 2. 8 
22 20 21 18 53 2. 3 
23 22 18 13 64 2. 5 
*24 
25 20 17 17 66 2. 6 
26 37 20 17 55 2. 5 
27 28 23 18 67 2. 9 
28 26 13 14 63 2. 4 
29 25 20 20 67 2. 5 
30 22 20 20 53 2. 3 31 23 21 20 60 2. 5 
32 24 24 17 63 2. 7 33 21 20 20 57 2. 4 
34 24 18 18 65 2. 6 
* 
Junior Primaries 
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The Numbers Test results given in Table ;-::n show that 
the median for the test ,·,as sixty-one, the mean 60. 5 r;ith a 
standard deviation of 4. 41. There was a range of sixteen on 
the test . All of the subjects made a score which was equiva-
lent to second grade . Twelve of the subjects made a score 
which \7S.S equivalent to third grade. Three subjects made a 
score v,hich was equivalent to fourth grade. 
On average grade equivalent as shown in Table XIII all 
the subjects mo.de a score which was equivalent to second 
grade. Twenty-two of the subjects made a score which was 
equivalent to 2. 5 or more . One subject made a score which 
\'1as equivalent to third grade. 
Four of the ::mbjects studied in the group nere not 
glven the test , as they were in the Junior Primary Group and 
had not had formal reading instruction. 
The data oresented from the retropolitan Achievement 
Test results Y1ould seem to indicate that subjects who are 
capable of reading because of chronolo·ical age and mental 
age would. succeed in learning to read if they were well ad-
justed both socially and emotionally. 
CHAPrER V 
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL READINESS OF THIRrY-FOUR 
FIRST GRADE PUPILS 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE RESULTS OF THE SOCIOMETRIC TESTS 
Further evidence to support the contention that the 
social ly-emotionally well-adjusted subjects are more success-
ful i n school life was obtained from Sociometric tests which 
were administered three times during the school year. 
The first Sociometric Test was administered in October. 
All the subjects had been together i n a group since the open-
inf of school in September , so they were well acquainted in 
the group. The test was administered to thirty-four sub-
ject s. 
Figure I shows the sociogram which was charted from 
answer s to the first tost , ' Who \'lould it be?" The question 
asked was, urr you could have for your partner today anyone 
in your room, who would it be?" The question was first 
charted with the nineteen boys . Pupil Ho. 31 was chosen by 
twelve of the boys . Pupil No. 31 had been in school the 
previous year subjected to an intensive readiness program. 
He had l ear ned to cooperato with others , he was a good lis -
tener , but he did not follow directions well. He was an ex-
tremel y nervous child and had trouble controlli ng his tenper. 
As he had been in school the previous year and knew more 
about the organization of school life he became the leader of 
the boys the,first week in school. Pupil No. 27 was chosen 
by three of the boys . Pupil No. 27 knew how to cooperate 
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FIGURE I 
FIRST CHOICE OF Tfil~ BOYS FOR FRIEl;Ds i'IHOii THEY ·,10U LD 
LIKI: TO HAVE FC .. ~IR PARTUER FOR 'rHE DAY 
(OCTOBER) 
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witl1 others in his p;roup, he shared well was a d li t 
, goo s ener 
and seemed to be adjusting satisfactory to school life . 
pupil No . 16 and Pupil No. 25, who each were chosen by one 
boy, were adjusting sat ls factory to school life . Probably 
the reason for the choice of those two boys was that they 
were playmates at home . Pupil No. 24, who v,as later placed 
in the Junior Primary Group, did not receive any votes . He 
was so shy and poorly adjusted tbat he did not enter into any 
group acti vit ios at this time . 
Figure II shows the sociogram which was charted from 
the same question as that asked in Figure I but the subjects 
were the fifteen girls in the group. Here again the girl 
chosen by nine of the ~irls was rated satisfactory on social-
emotional readiness . Pupil No . 10 had been to Kinder:;arten 
and soon after the beginnin~ of school had become the leader 
8.l!lonr the r-ir ls . She cooperated well with the other girls , 
had an even temperament, anc made herself a part of every 
undertaking whether at work or play. Pupil No. 15 was chosen 
by three of the girls . Probably the reason for the choice of 
Pupil No . 15 by the three girls was that they were in the same 
dancing class . Pupil No , 15 was not adjusting satisfactory 
to school life at this time. She did not cooperate with all 
in her group, refused to share and had a sullen disposition. 
Pupil No. 1 was chosen by two of the girls . Those three rode 
the school bus together . Pupil 'o. 1 was a beautiful child 
FIGURE II 
FIRST CHOICE OF '£HE GIRLS FOR FRIE:rns IIiO THEY '{OULD 
LIKE TO HA VE FOR THEIIi PA:''\!1;1R :·oR Th"E DAY (OCTO B:.;R) 
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but emotion ally unstable . She did not know hoi7 to cooperate 
with others , refus od to share , her attention span was short 
and she had a temper tantrum when she could not have her own 
v1ay. Pupils No. 5, 6, and 14 , who were later placed in the 
Junior Primary Group, did not receive any votes at this time. 
'i'hey \Vere not adjusting satisfactory to school life. They 
had not learned to cooperate either at work or play with 
others in the group, did not listen and could not follow two 
or three simple directions . Any change in the school routine 
was too much for them ereotionally. 
Figure III shows the sociograo charted from all the 
thirty- four subjects in answer to the same question on the 
same day. This chart shows that Pupil No . 31 and Pupil No . 
10, who were both well- adjusted socially and emotionally, 
were chosen by more of the subjects . This was due to the 
fact that they were satisfactorily adjusted to school life, 
followed directions well , and took part in all activities 
whether at work or play. 
The second Sociometric Test was administered in January 
1952. The sociogram vras charted from answers to the question, 
1 If you were having a birthday party and could ask only one 
person in the room, who would it be ?11 
Figure IV was charted from the answers given by the 
nineteen boys in the room. Pupil No . 31 was chosen seven 
times on this test . Pupil No . 31 had five fewer votes than 
on the test given in October. Although Pupil No. 31 Yias 
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FIGURE III 
FIRST CHOISE OF THE SUBJECTS FOR FRIENDS ·.mo THEY ',VOULD LIKE 
FOR '11 "t.'IR PA.ftTNER CHARTED I() rs A1\~ c:11s 'l'OGErHER 
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FIGURE IV 
FIRST CHOICE OF THE BOYS FOR FRIRilDS ,·mo THEY WOULD 
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adjust ing satisfactory to school life h had b 
, e ecome too 
dictator ia.l wl th the children and as they b 
ecame more ad-
justed, they were beginning to make other friends. Pupil No, 
32 received six votes . Pupil No . 32 was becoming more popu-
lar with the boys . Instead. of one gang in the group, now 
there were two gangs and two leaders . Pupil No . 32 was be -
coming well adjusted both socially and emotionally. He had 
learned to cooperate with others , shared toys or materials, 
listened well and followed directions well. Pupil No. 26 re-
ceived three votes . Pupil No . 26 was physically handicapped 
and could not play as the others. Those subjects who chose 
Pupil No. 26 were small in stature and retirin~ children. 
They had not learned to cooperate with the group, and chose 
to remain out of games with Pupil No. 26. Pupil No. 20 and 
Pupil No , 27 each received one vote . They were from boys 
who lived in their vie inity. Pupil No . 24, who was placed 
in the Junior Primary Group, did not receive any votes . He 
was not improving in social- emotional readiness . He still 
did not cooperate with the group, did not listen, and could 
not follow simple directions . · 
Figure v shows the sociogram which \'las charted from 
the sa.rne question as that asked in Figure IV, but the subjects 
were the fifteen girls in the group. Pupil No. 10, who was 
chosen by nine of the girls in the first test, was chosen by 
eight of the rirls on this test . Pupil No . 10 was making 
satisfactory progress in social- emotional readiness at the 
.rnu~ V 
rimr~ C Io·~ 0 m r. I LS FOR rn:rn: n3 O 
Ltlr TO l AVR A~ Trr IR PARTY (JA UARY) 
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time of the first test and \'las still impr 1 ov n5 at the time of 
this test. Pupil No . 1 shared the votes 1~h w v Pupil .,o. 10. 
Pupil No. 1, who was lacking in social- emotion 1 . a readiness at 
the time of the first test, was not making sati f t 
· s ac ory pro-
gress at this time . She still did not cooperate with the 
group, refused to sho.re, was dependent, and did. not listen. 
That all the votes were cast for two 0rrirls in the group seem-
ed odd, but Pupil No. 10 was noticeably still the leader, 
while the teacher influenced the choice of Pupil No. 1 as she 
had asked the group to help her in aiding Pupil No. 1 to be-
come adjusted to school life . Pupils No . 5, 6, and 14, who 
were in the Junior Primary Group, did not receive any votes 
on this test . They were !!laking little progress in social-
emotional readiness at this time . 
Figure VI shows the sociogram charted from all the 
thirty- four subjects in nnswer to the same question given on 
the same day. Pupil No. 1, who was lacking in social- emotion-
al readiness, received twelve votes . Pupil Ho. 31, six votes 
and Pupil No . 10, seven votes . Pupil No. 31 and Pupil No. 10 
seemed to be the leaders in their group. They were both 'ilell-
adjusted both socially and emotionally. Pupil No. 32 received 
three votes . He Vias also ,vell-adjustod. Pupil No. 1, who re-
ceived t he most votes on this test , was probably chosen as a 
result of the teacher's influence in asking the aid of the 
izroup in helping Pupil No. 1 become better adjusted to school 
life, Pupils no . 4, 6, 14 and 24 did not receive any- votes 
0 ray 
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on this test . They were not making satisfactory social-
emotional adjustment at this time. 
The third Sociometric Test was administered in ?,:ay 
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1952. The sociogram was charted from answers to th t' e ques 10n, 
' If you could invite only one person in the room to your house 
for dinner, who would it be?" 
Figure VII who charted from the answers given by the 
nineteen boys in the group. In this sociogram Pupil No . 31 
vias chosen four times . He did not receive as many votes on 
this test as he had received on the first and second tests . 
Pupil No. 31 was becoming more and more dictatorial, and as 
the children were better adjusted to school at this time , they 
were choosing their own friends . Pupil No. 32 was chosen five 
times . On the second test he had received six votes. He was 
adjusting well both s oclally and emotionally. He cooperated 
with all in the group, was independent , listened well and 
fo llovred directions . Pupil No. 23 and Pupil No. 26 were each 
chosen twice . They were each adjusting both socially and 
emotionally to school life . Pupil No . 24 did not receive any 
votes on this test . He had not made proper social or emotion-
al adjustments . He did not cooperate with the group, could 
not listen, and two or three simple directions v1ere too much 
for him to follow. 
Figure VIII shows the soc iogram which was charted from 
the same question as that asked in Figure VII, but the sub-
jects were the fifteen girls in the group. Here again, 
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FIGURE VII 
FIRST CHOICE OF THE BOYS :xrn FRI ~NDS :n:o ~REY IOULD 
• LIKE TO HA VE AS GUESTS FOR DI::1mR 
( l!:AY) 
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FIGUID~ VIII 
liIRST CHOICE OF THE GIRLS FOR FRIE:iDS mm THEY 
• WOULD LIKE TO HAVE AS GUESTS FOR DINNER 
(,UY) 
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pupil No. 7, the girl chosen by six of the girls . 
, was well-
adjusted both socially and emotionally. Pupil No. 7 had 
not been chosen on the other two tests but sh h d e .a fast 
developed into the leader of her t"roup She co 
ei • operated 
well with the group , shared toys or materials "' s 
, .. a a good 
listener, and changes in school organization or schedules 
had no visible effect on her emotionally. Pupil No. 10, who 
was the favorite on the first and second sociogram, did not 
receive any votes on this sociogram. She \1as well-adjusted 
both socially and emotionally and was well liked by all in 
her group, but Pupil ,;o. 7 brought more things to school to 
share, and had become a favorite with the group. Pupns No. 
5,6, and 14, v,ho were in the Junior Primary Group, chose each 
other. They had improved in social-emotional adjustments , 
but their interests were not those of the others so they had 
formed a group of their own and were learning to cooperate 
with each other . Pupil Uo. 1 received only two votes on 
this test . She had received tv,o votes on the first test and 
seven votes on the second test . The subjects who er ose her 
on the first test were neighbors, then the teacher influenced 
her choice on the second test . On this test Pupil No. 1 was 
chosen by her neighbors only, as the group, knowing that she 
was not in need of help, made their own choices . Pupil No. 1 
had made remarkable progress in social- emotional adjustment 
since the last test. She could cooperate with her croup, 
listen we 11, and follow directions • 
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Figure IX shows the sociogram which was charted from 
the thirty-four subjects in answer to the same question on 
the same day. Pupil No. 7 was chosen seven times, Pupil No. 
32 was chosen three times, and Pupil No. 18 was chosen five 
times. Here again, the subjects chosen were well-adjusted 
both socially and emotionally. Each of them cooperated well 
with the group, shared, were independent, listened, could 
follow directions and change in schedule or organization had 
no visible effect on them. Pupils No. 5, 6, 14 and 24, who 
were in the Junior Primary Group, again chose each other as 
their interests were the same. 
The three sociograms charted at three different periods 
of the year would seem to indicate that the subjects who are 
well-adjusted both socially and emotionally become leaders in 
their group. 
FIGURE IX 
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CHAPI'ER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAP!'ER 'III 
SUMMARY AHD CONCLUSIONS 
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-
This study to determine the relati hi 
ons P of soclal-
eaot1onal maturity to learning achievement 
was ?:lade of first 
grade children in an elementary school in Jefferson County. 
!b!rty-four children \Vere used in the study Th 
• ere were 
nineteen boys and fifteen girls . The ages ranged from five 
years , eleven months to seven years . 
The Intelligence scores as obtained from the Kuhlman-
1Dderson Test ranged from 96 to 123. The mean test score was 
~ . 17. There were no subjects who made a below average score 
on the test . The mental age of the subjects as obtained from 
tbe same test ranged from six years , three months to seven 
years, four months . 
The Reading Readiness status as obtained from the 
letropolitan Readiness Test show that thirty- three of the 
aubjects lllB.de a score of average or above on the test . The 
one who made a score of low normal had an intelligence score 
ot 103, On the Number Readiness Test the subjects all made 
a acore of average or above . Thirty- one of the subjects made 
a score of average or above on the Total Readiness Test. 
!hree made a score of low normal. Two of those subjects mak-
ing a low normal score had a chronological age of less than 
•ix rears , six months . The other who made a low no:rcal score 
had a chronological a?e of more than six years , six months. 
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The subjects used in this t d 
s u y had few childhood dis -
eases while in the first grade with the exception of eleven 
cases of measles . I.:any bad had measles and chi k 
c enpox be-
fore entering school. Six subjects had their t .1 ons1 s remov-
ed during the year . The hearing and eyesight were normal 
with two exceptions, two of the subjects wore glasses to 
straighten the muscles of their eyes . The teeth of the sub-
jects were good as only six of them were found to have teeth 
which were in poor condition. During the year, the class 
gained an average of 4 ... pounds in weight, and all of the 
subjects shovred a gain in height of as much as one inch for 
the period studied. 
From a study of the home background, it was found 
that most of t:1ese subjects came from -;ood homes . There were 
only three working mothers and there was no problem presented 
by the mothers who were working . t.:ost of the families owned 
their own homes . 
From the Social-Emotional check made by the teacher, 
thirteen of the subjects were not ready for for:nal reading 
instruction at the t lme the observation was made by the 
teacher. Four of those thirteen were not to reach the level 
of social-emotional readiness necessary for success in learn-
ing to read their first year in school. 
The achievement of the subjects in first grade work 
was found by use of the l,ietropolitan Achievement .. est . All 
the subjects taking the test made a score which was equivalent 
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to second grade. TY1enty- two of the subJ'ects ma.de 
a score 
which was equi valcnt to 2. 5 or more . 
The follov,ins conclusions were reached: 
1. Children who are capable of learning to read be-
cause of chronological age and mental age may not succeed in 
learning to read bocause of the lack of social- emotional 
readiness . 
2. In this study the subjects with a younger chron-
ological age scored higher on an Intelligence Test than sub-
jects with an older chronological age, 
3. The health of these subjects was good. The gain 
in weight and height was what is expected of the average 
child of this a~e . 
4. The homes from which these subjects came seem to 
be about what would be expected in an average group. 
s. Children seem to choose those subjects who are 
well-adjusted ooth socially and emotionally as leaders of 
their group, 
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